Background {#Sec1}
==========

Since December 2019, the novel Coronavirus (identified in Wuhan, China) threats globally as its spreading rate is found to be exponential. The following statement from World Health Organization (WHO) situation status report provides an idea of how sensitive the issue is:"*Based on world health statistics, the COVI-19 pandemic is causing significant loss of life, disrupting livelihoods, and threatening the recent advances in heath and progress towards global sustainable development goals (source: report no. 114).*"

Besides, they reported a clear guidance on considerations on adjusting public health and social measures. In this situation, prediction tools can help project different scenarios, such as a) number of possible confirmed (new) cases; b) number of possible hospitalized cases; and c) number of possible death cases (just to name a few). As a consequence, prediction tools are useful for several different purposes. As an example, number of possible hospitalized cases based on the severity level can help determine the need of numbers of ventilators and other sophisticated medical equipment. Further, states need to shape their health system responses in accordance with the need. For this, prediction models require to have important properties like epidemiological characteristics (of the diseases), such as incubation period, transmissibility, asympotomaticity, and severity. Other features, such as social distancing, stay-at-home orders, use of facemasks or self-quarantine, travel restriction, and contact tracing could help predict what comes next. For better understanding, prediction models are important to have better estimation about the disease and its possible threats. To be precise, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Preventions (CDC), prediction models helps respond pandemic by informing decisions about planning, resource allocation, and need the social distancing \[[@CR1]\]. In \[[@CR1]\], CDC prioritizes a) mortality forecast, b) hospitalization forecasts, c) COVID-19 pandemic planning scenarios, and d) COVID-19 surge.

Predictions, data simulation, and visualization {#Sec2}
-----------------------------------------------

In particular, such models are crucial, where large amount of data are not possible to collect (resource constrained regions, for instance). To amplify/visualize COVID-19 outbreak predictive analytical, it requires data visualization tools. Data visualization can help estimate the trend. Not to be confused, visualization tool cannot be considered as the prediction model. Unfortunately, in the literature, most of the prediction models are limited to data visualization. As an example, data simulations always help better understand the particular event(s). However, it must be limited to education/training. If not, subtitle (published by John Hopkins \[[@CR2]\]), "envisions a fast-spreading coronavirus with a devastating impact" could be mistaken for newspapers headlines \[[@CR3]\]. Similarly, the most read article in The Washington Post: "flatten the curve" with coronavirus simulator \[[@CR4]\] helps citizens primarily aware of issues like social distancing and sanity in public health. In simple words, simulations help us build up our intuition about how diseases work in a way that words and even static charts cannot \[[@CR3]\].

Predictive analytical results and media {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------

In addition to unprecedented nature of the situation and many uncertainties that are related to diseases, inaccurate information can be predicted. Considering predictive analytical results and the trend of COVID-19 outbreak, recently, WHO has joined forces with the United Kingdom to run an awareness campaign named "Stop The Spread" about the risks of inaccurate and false information regarding the COVID-19 pandemic. Further, below are the few examples on how we provide information to the public. As an example, on March 31, 2020, the White House projected 100 K to 240 K Coronavirus deaths in the next two weeks \[[@CR5]\]. Later, on April 8, 2020, we had another media statement \[[@CR6]\] "not every model agrees: America's most influential coronavirus model just revised its estimates downward" as previous prediction was too far from actual values (84, 575 death cases in the U.S., dated: May 14, 2020).

Media did not intentionally broadcast/announce inaccurate information; instead, estimated values were based on prediction models. Not to be confused, this article is not aimed at blaming neither media nor prediction models.

Prediction models and unexploited data Correction: This must be a section like \"Background\" and \"conclusion.\" {#Sec4}
=================================================================================================================

Artificial Intelligence and Augmented Intelligence play crucial roles in understanding data by using multiple different tools/techniques, such as data analytics, machine learning, and pattern recognition including anomaly detection \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\]. Predictive modeling requires exploiting comprehensive data. Missing one or two features/factors can deviate predictive values from actual ones.

More often, discrete models provide prediction based on their parameters, and of course input data (raw). Such input parameters are application dependent, as they need to be tuned during training validation. In case of continuous data and where there exist unavoidable uncertainties, these models behave differently. Such models do not provide coherent results, nor do they provide values close to actual data. The primary reason behind this is lack of understanding about the particular events i.e., data sentiments and additional unavoidable uncertainties/factors, such as hospital settings/capacity, number of tests on a daily basis, demographics, and population (density) and their vulnerability in that particular region. We observed that higher the population density higher the spread rate; and New York City can be considered as a real-world example (27,567 death cases and 340,661 confirmed cases, dated: May 14, 2020). This means that the exact same models with exact input parameters may not be applied for another region. Input parameters are required to be adjusted in accordance with the population density over time. Also, vulnerable citizens/individuals, which we often call "high-risk patients" cannot be just treated as healthy/normal citizens/individuals and vice-versa.

In the literature, we found COVID-19 models describe the characteristics of the disease and forecast accordingly, using mainly three different model types: a) SEIR/SIR models; b) Agent-based models; and c) Curve-fitting models \[[@CR9]\]. Categorically, inspired from \[[@CR9]\], let us revisit a few of them that help understand the practicalities of the models.

SEIR/SIR models {#FPar1}
---------------

Medical Research Council (MRC) Centre for Global Infectious Disease Analysis used Non-Pharmaceutical Intervention (NPI) model to reduce COVID-19 mortality and healthcare demand \[[@CR10]\]. In their NPI model, SEIR was primarily adopted. NPI model predicted 2.2 million U.S. deaths (in an unmitigated scenario). Similarly, Columbia University used SEIR model with the name Severe COVID-19 model & Mapping Tool forecasted number of severe cases, hospitalizations, critical care, ICU use, and deaths under different social distancing scenarios, for 3-week and 6-week periods starting from April 2 \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. University of Pennsylvania named their prediction model, CHIME: COVID-19 Hospital Impact Model for Epidemics \[[@CR13]\]. Their model allows users to vary inputs and assumptions. In their predictions, for next three months, they forecasted best- and worst-case scenarios for total number of hospitalizations, ICU bed demand, ventilator demand, and number of days these demands would exceed hospitals capacities.

Agent-based models {#FPar2}
------------------

A group of research centers and universities: Fogarty International Center, Fred Hutchison Cancer Center, Northeastern University, University of Florida and more employed agent-based COVID-19 prediction model \[[@CR14]\]. They forecasted based on two different scenarios: a) no mitigation and b) stay-at-home. Compared to actual data, their range can be considered even though range is really wide.

Curve-fitting models {#FPar3}
--------------------

Los Alamos National Laboratory employed Curve-fitting technique in their prediction model, named as Confirmed and Forecasted Cased Data Model \[[@CR15]\]. As a fact, from their model, the best guess was for California state as of April 08, 2020, which were 4082 deaths (compared to 2974 actual deaths, dated May 14, 2020). The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) \[[@CR16]\] -- an independent global health center -- used curve-fitting model to project numbers of hospitalizations and deaths in the U.S. (including state-wise data) through August 2020. Their predictions vary over time as they employed curve-fitting model.

It is not a surprise that different models forecasted different results, since the exact same model with a small change in input parameters/variables (other than raw data) can significantly deviate guesses. Also, the way we employed data after social distancing (or lockdown) cannot be validated, since the collected data do not pronounce whether the lockdown was 100%. Even though their predictions are deviated from actual values, they are often limited to best guesses (for short-term prediction). Other than widely categorized (aforementioned) three different models, researchers are not limited to the use of machine learning and/or deep learning models \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\], where statistics and probability were taken into account. Also, they consider mathematical models for different cases using time-window: before, during, and after the lockdown. In \[[@CR19]\], a comprehensive state-of-the-art works on forecasting COVID-19 is reported. As their models are transparent enough in terms of how they used parameters and assumptions, we still can learn and make society aware of how much worse can happen in the future. However, since they predict far from actual values, machine-learning scientists call models: "garbage-in garbage-out" \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\].

Therefore, it is required to check whether models take into consideration the following unprecedented factors: a) hospital settings/capacity; b) test capacity/rate (on a daily basis); c) demographics; d) population density; e) vulnerable people; and f) income/poverty. These factors are still uncovered and/or unexploited in most of the COVID-19 prediction models. These continuous and unprecedented factors lead to design complex models, not just relying on stochastic and/or discrete models. Stochastic models require fairly large amount of data to tune/stabilize their randomly generated parameters. Unlike the data-independent or discrete model, we are now required to employ data-driven models that have luxury to dynamically and automatically tune parameters over time.

While considering multiple factors that impact COVID-19 outbreak, it is a time to revisit the following items: a) is this really a complex problem? If not, why are not state-of-the-art tools accurate? We, scientists do not like to limit to win over others in terms of validation, we rather focus on developing a prediction tool, where majority of factors (mentioned earlier) are considered. In case we consider several different factors, prediction tools can be complex than expected. Within the scope, it is a time to see whether machine learning \[[@CR22]\] deep neural networks \[[@CR23]\] can be realized with thousands of parameters. Use of possible data analytical tools is another interest \[[@CR24]\]. However, we must be aware of using data science and deep learning models as they require fairly large number of hyper-parameters to be tuned. This means that one must take a close look (experimentally) whether number of hyper-parameters supersedes number of input data (numeric data) for a prediction either mortality rate, death rate or recovery rate.

Conclusion {#Sec5}
==========

On the whole, let us quickly summarize it. In an ideal environment, prediction is somehow trivial, where the only concern is whether the data is large. However, in case of COVID-19, due to large amount of uncertainties, predictions could possibly deviate from what they should be. A few, but major uncertainties may come from multiple different sources, such as demographics, vulnerability issues that can be lung-related or heart-related diseases, hospital settings/capacity, test rate, social distancing, and income versus commodities. State-of-the-art prediction models that fall under the scope of SEIR/SIR, agent-based, and curve-fitting approaches barely include these aforementioned factors. As a consequence, their predictions are not close to actual values, nor do they produce consistent results among themselves. It is, however, not a surprise to see different results from different models, but it is unusual to have different values for the exact same objectives.

Rather than providing generic tools for predictions, it is important to focus on a few but major factors that significantly deviate the prediction values from the actual ones. Also, prediction models are expected to tune their (hyper)parameters over time. Meaning, data-driven models are expected, where (hyper)parameters need to be automatically tuned over time, with no under-fitting and over-fitting issues. If not, computer scientists call them: garbage-in garbage-out models because incorrect data can still permit statistical and probabilistic analysis \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. Besides, it is important to apply these models on different datasets and check changes in models' behavior from one region to another. As an example, the exact same model trained in New York may not be applied to South Dakota.

'What comes next' is also one of the primary issues. Along with COVID-19, lockdown in the name of social distancing impacts highly due to hunger across the world. UNICEF launches \#Reimagine -- a global campaign -- to prevent the pandemic from becoming a lasting crisis or children \[[@CR25]\] with the statement: As COVID-19 devastates already fragile health systems, over 440,000 additional children under five could die in the next six months in South Asia, without urgent action. As mentioned before, how can we forget income/poverty versus commodities in our prediction models?
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